Giga Party Audio MX-T50

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

• Stereo sound with a bi-directional speaker
• High power: 500 watts
• Boost the bass with a touch of a button
• Color-changing LED lights
• Karaoke Mode with 1 mic input

Get the party jumping with 500 watts of power. Pump it up and keep your party moving with magnified sound.

KEY FEATURES

BI-DIRECTIONAL SOUND
Go wall to wall with a unique bi-directional design. It delivers your music to a wider area for a room-filling sound experience.

DYNAMIC BASS
Press the Bass Booster button to power up the party with a touch of a button.

LED PARTY LIGHTS
Light up the party with fun light modes, including Party, Ambient and Dance. Set the lighting effect to match the rhythm and get dancing.

KARAOKE MODE
Sing your favorite song with Karaoke Mode and a single mic input.

GIGA PARTY AUDIO APP
Control your party! Download the app to adjust the built-in LED lighting, sound effects and even your EQ settings—right from your Android or iOS device. Party on!

BLUETOOTH® MULTI-CONNECTION
Friends who dance together stay together. With Bluetooth® Multi-Connection, you and your friend can connect and pair two mobile devices simultaneously. Alternate between two separate devices without disconnecting.

GROUP PLAY
Fill the entire room by connecting multiple Samsung Giga Party Audio devices for a more immersive sound experience.

SPLASH RESISTANCE
With a splash-resistant top panel, you don’t have to worry about accidental drips and splashes. Just enjoy the party!

1The Samsung Giga Party Audio app is compatible with Android mobile phone devices running Android OS 6.0 or later. The Samsung Giga Party Audio app is compatible with Apple mobile devices running iOS 10.0 or later. The appearance, design and GUI (Graph User Interface) specifications, which are not affecting to product performance, are subject to change without notice. Connect up to 10 (compatibility wireless/wired between MX-T70, T50 and T40). In wireless connection, playback quality can be unstable depending on Bluetooth® environment.

SAMSUNG
SEE BACK FOR DETAILS
Giga Party Audio MX-T50

MODEL

MODEL: MX-T50
UPC CODE: 887276384177

DIMENSIONS (INCHES H x W x D):
- PARTY AUDIO: 25.6 x 13.8 x 12.7
- PACKAGING: 28.1 x 16.7 x 15.9

WEIGHT (LB):
- PARTY AUDIO: 25.6
- PACKAGING: 30.0

AUDIO:
- NUMBER OF CHANNELS: 2CH
- TOTAL WATTAGE: 500W
- BASS BOOSTER BUTTON
- SOUND MODES: PARTY, STANDARD (MONO), HIP-HOP, EDM, ROCK, LATIN, HOUSE, REGGAE
- KARAOKE: YES (1 MIC INPUT)

SPECIAL FEATURES:
- PARTY LIGHTING: PARTY, AMBIENT, DANCE, THUNDERBOLT, STAR, LOVER
- SAMSUNG GIGA PARTY AUDIO APP: COMPATIBLE WITH ANDROID MOBILE DEVICES RUNNING OS 6.0 AND APPLE MOBILE DEVICES RUNNING iOS 10.0 OR LATER.
- DJ EFFECT: NOISE, FILTER, CRUSH, CHORUS, WAHWAH

AV DECODING:
- AAC
- MP3
- WAV
- WMA
- FLAC

CONNECTIVITY:
- 2 USB CONNECTORS (TYPE-A)
- ANALOG AUDIO INPUT (3.5MM)
- BLUETOOTH®
- BLUETOOTH® MULTI-CONNECTION
- WIRED GROUP PARTY PLAY
- WIRELESS GROUP PARTY PLAY

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:
- REMOTE CONTROLLER
- BATTERY FOR REMOTE CONTROLLER

SAMSUNG